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PHOTOVISUAL OBSERVATION OF TWILIGHT 

0. UGOLNIKOV 

Sternberg Astronomical Insti tute,  Moscow, Russia 

(Received May 25, 1995) 

In the f ist  approximation, the brightness of twilight sky is a function of the coordinates of a sky 
point and the position of the Sun at  a particular instant. The objective of this work is to determine 
how does the sky brightness depend on these parameters from the photographic observations in V 
system. Besides that, the relation of the sky brightness upon limiting magnitude of visible stars is 
investigated. The knowledge of these dependencies helps a lot in preparing observing programmes 
to be done at  twilight time. 

KEY WORDS Twilight: sky brightness 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Twilight is the time interval when the sky brightness changes very rapidly, decreas- 
ing by a factor of millions in the evening and increasing by the same amount in the 
morning. The theoretical models of twilight phenomena (Fesenkov, 1923; Rosen- 
berg, 1963) do not give direct formulae of the twilight sky brightness. However, the 
knowledge of a t  least approximate formulae would be very helpful in many cases. 

Let us choose a horizontal system of celestial coordinates, connected with the 
Sun (i.e. the Sun’s azimuth in the system is always zero). The coordinates A and 
z of a sky point in this system are connected with the usual horizontal coordinates 
Ao, zo with the following obvious relationships: 

z = zo 

where AD is the azimuth of the Sun. 
If we leave alone the climate factors that influence the twilight, the sky bright- 

ness J depend on A ,  z ,  and also on h - the depth of the Sun under the horizon. 
For simplicity, we may ignore refraction since h completely determines the Sun’s 
position. 
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108 0. UGOLNIKOV 

From the observations of V .  G. Fesenkov and many others, it is clear that in 
any given sky point the decrease of logarythm of J is almost linear as h grows (for 
h < 12’ ). 

Therefore, if we take a magnitude of a sky area 

MJ = - 10g2,512 J + const, 

then 
MJ(A, I, h )  = M o ( A ,  Z) + K(A, Z) * h 

The objective of our observations was to determine the functions Ii‘ and Mo.  
(The observations were relative, therefore A40 is determined to an arbitrary con- 
stant). 

2 OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS 

On the 7-th of May, 1993, the brightness of 66 different sky points (A, z )  was 
measured photographically approximately in V system (the effective wavelength 
was equal to 5600A). The panchromatic emulsion and “ZhS-18” and “SZS-21” filters 
were used. The measurements were carried out for values of h from 1’ to 7’. 

The observations were carried out at Sternberg Asronomical Institute. ZENIT 
cameras were used; only points falling in the linear range of the characteristic curve 
of the photographic emulsion and the curve gradient was  estimated using the least 
squares method. This allowed to increase the accuracy of the measurements. 

The value of MO different greatly for different sky areas, as expected. The dif- 
ficulties in estimating MO were caused by different characteristic curves of different 
photographic films (even with the same film brand and the same development time) 
and different optical conditions at  the center and near the edge of a frame. After 
taking these factors in account it was necessary to find a function that could be 
some approximation of Mo(A, z ) ,  such that A and z are trigonometric function 
arguments within i t .  

These results showed that MO = max (i.e. J = min) at zenith and decreases 
in any direction proportional to z 2  (or (1 - cos 2)). The proportion coefficient is 
approximately constant for large A values and rapidly increases at A = 0’ (in the 
dawn area). This leads to the formula: 

Mo(A, z )  = const - ( P  + L sin c4A)( 1 - cos z ) ,  

where s incA = 
met hod : 

(A in radians) P ,  L were estimated using the least squared 

P = 1.64% 0.15, 

L = 3.41 f 0.14 

K ( A ,  z )  was estimated later for various sky areas. 
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Table 1 contains the data for 15 sky areas ( h  in degrees). The table shows 
that li' rapidly increases near the zenith (however, as we shall below, the value of 
A' = 1.47 is slightly overestimated). 

In order to clarify the behavior near the zenith, further observations were re- 
quired. In summer 1993, IT was measured again photographically, in a system close 
to V (5600A) and in the red' color area (A = 6200A - panchromatic emulsion and 
"KS-11" filter). This was done to find out the sky color change with the increase 
of h .  

The observations was carried out at Valentinovka, 20 km to North-East from 
Moscow. 

The results of observations are given in Table 2. Based on these results, the 
average values of K at the zenith were obtained: 

IC = 1.31 f 0.12 in V system (taking into account the results from the 7th of 

I< = 1.27 f 0.03 in the red area. 
The given errors characterize data scatter. The error of average values is equal 

to 0.02 in both color regions. 
This shows that at h < 7' the sky becomes slightly red as the sun falls deeper. 

More precise observation (Rosenberg, 1963) show that the sky gets slightly red at  
h < 4-5' and then gets slightly blue. 

The resultant dependence K ( A ,  z )  is as follows: Slight variations near 1.0 over 
the most part of the sky, increase in the dawn area, and rapid increase at  the zenith. 

Knowing Mo(A, z )  and Ii'(A, z ) ,  the required dependence J ( A ,  z ,  h )  can be de- 
termined using the formula: 

May), 

J = j 0  ~ ~ 0 . 4 ( ( P f L s i n c 4 A ) ( 1 - c o s  z ) - K ( A , z ) . h )  

where Jo is the sky brightness at  the zenith at sunset. 

3 ONE OF THE POSSIBLE USES OF THE ESTABLISHED RELATIONS 

Knowing J ,  we can determine its relation with the limiting visible magnitude of 
stars for a given sky area. 

From visual observations of star appearance on the evening sky (August 1992, 
February-March 19931, it was obtained that the limiting magnitude rn at 50-80' 
above the horizon, towards South-East, is related to h as follows: 

rn = a +  bh, 

where the average coefficients were equal to: 

u = -1.40 f 0.05, 

b = 0.719 If: 0.007 

( h  in degrees). 
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This shows that the human eye sees bright point with intensity I on the back- 
ground with brightness J i f  

I >  Imin = const.  J", 

where a = b / K  x 0.6 (obviously, I< taken same sky area as b ) .  
It is not possible to determine a exactly for two reasons: first, because of large 

variations of I< in the specified sky area ( z  from 10' to 40'); second, because of the 
influence of brightness distribution of the stars in the sky on b (there are relatively 
few bright stars in the sky, and the observer finds them late). This effect increases 
the value of b and, therefore, the value of a. If there were no such effect, a would 
be close to 0.5 which means that Imin - 6. 

Knowing a ,  Mo(A, z ) ,  K(A, z ) ,  the expression for the limiting visible magnitude 
can be obtained for the specified sky point (A, z )  at arbitrary h: 

m = a + a(Mo(A, z )  + K(A, z )h  

As the visual observations were done close ti the zenith, the arbitrary constant 

In a similar way, the limiting visible magnitude for telescopic visual observations 
in the formula Mo(A, z )  may be assumed close to  zero. 

is determined: 

m = a + 5 l o g ( D / d ) + a  Mo(A,z )+K(A,z )h -5 log  - 
(dDI')] ' 

where D is the telescope lens diameter, 
d is the eye pupil diameter, 
r is the telescope eyepiece magnification (I' 2 D/d) .  
If the magnification exceeds 50-60, the star will be seen as a turbulent disk and 

the last formula will be wrong. 
Finally, I would like to thank T. N.  Nazarova, G.  V. Sokol, T. V. Avakyan, 

G. V. Moshkin, S. V. Korobkin, A. N. Burlak, T. V. Vorobiev for their help in 
observations and preparation of results. 
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